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A multidisciplinary index covering the journal literature of the arts and humanities. It fully covers
1,144 of the world's leading arts and humanities journals, and it indexes individually selected,
relevant items from over 6,800 major science and social science journals.
First published in Rome in 1535,Leone Ebreo's Dialogues of Love is one of the most important
texts of the European Renaissance. Well known in the Italian academies of the sixteenth
century, its popularity quickly spread throughout Europe, with numerous reprintings and
translations into French, Latin Spanish, and Hebrew. It attracted a diverse audience that
included noblemen, courtesans, artists, poets, intellectuals, and philosophers. More than just a
bestseller, the work exerted a deep influence over the centuries on figures as diverse as
Giordano Bruno, John Donne, Miguelde Cervantes, and Baruch Spinoza. Leone's Dialogues
consists of three conversations - 'On Love and Desire,' 'On the Universality of Love,' and
'Onthe Origin of Love' - that take place over a period of three subsequent days.They are
organized in a dialogic format, much like a theatrical representation, of a conversation between
a man, Philo, who plays the role of the lover andteacher, and a woman, Sophia, the beloved
and pupil. The discussion covers a wide range of topics that have as their common
denominator the idea of Love. Through the dialogue, the author explores many different points
of view and complex philosophical ideas. Grounded in a distinctly Jewish tradition, and drawing
on Neoplatonic philosophical structures and Arabic sources, the work offers a useful
compendium of classical and contemporary thought, yet was not incompatible with Christian
doctrine. Despite the unfinished state and somewhat controversial, enigmatic nature of Ebreo's
famous text, it remains one of the most significant and influential works in the history of
Western thought. This new, expertly translated and annotated English edition takes into
account the latest scholarship and provides aninvaluable resource for today's readers.
Far from the mainstream of society, the pastoral community of Chillihuani in the high Peruvian
Andes rears children who are well-adjusted, creative, and curious. They exhibit superior social
and cognitive skills and maintain an attitude of respect for all life as they progress smoothly
from childhood to adulthood without a troubled adolescence. What makes such child-rearing
success even more remarkable is that "childhood" is not recognized as a distinct phase of life.
Instead, children assume adult rights and responsibilities at an early age in order to help the
community survive in a rugged natural environment and utter material poverty. This beautifully
written ethnography provides the first full account of child-rearing practices in the high Peruvian
Andes. Inge Bolin traces children's lives from birth to adulthood and finds truly amazing
strategies of child rearing, as well as impressive ways of living that allow teenagers to enjoy
the adolescent stage of their lives while contributing significantly to the welfare of their families
and the community. Throughout her discussion, Bolin demonstrates that traditional practices of
respect, whose roots reach back to pre-Columbian times, are what enable the children of the
high Andes to mature into dignified, resilient, and caring adults.

Indice Leonardo Vittorio Arena Metafore dell’autoinganno tra Vedanta e Buddhismo
Federico Croci Daß und Was. Schelling e il ‘destinale naufragio’ Alan D’Angelo
Esemplificazioni del mediato Massimo Guastella Heidegger e Arendt. Il possesso è il
modo più autentico di amare Maurizio Maria Malimpensa L’inganno felice. Breve
saggio di una filosofia del lieto fine a partire dalla commedia di Rossini Giorgio
Mancinelli Agamennone. O la maschera ‘ingannevole’ del mito Giuseppe Panella Le
false confidenze. Menzogne, malintesi, inganni Iolanda Poma Simone Weil. Dinamiche
dell’inganno nel soggetto della modernità
Drawing on the long and varied history of discourses of cultural hybridity across the
caribbean, this book explores the rich and fraught cultural crossings that are often
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theorized homogeneously in postcolonial studies as 'hybridity'. What is the relationship
of cultural hybridity to social equality? Why have some forms of hybridity been
enshrined in the caribbean imagination and others disavowed? What is the appeal of
cultural hybridity to nationalist and post-nationalist projects alike? What can we learn
from the hybridization of Afro-caribbean and Indo-caribbean cultures set in motion by
slavery and indentureship? In answering these questions, this book intervenes in
several important debates in postcolonial studies about cultural resistance and popular
agency, feminism and cultural nationalism, the relations between postmodernism and
postcolonialism, and the status of nationalism in an age of globalization.
In the wake of European expansion, disease outbreaks in the New World caused the
greatest loss of life known to history. Post-contact Native American inhabitants
succumbed in staggering numbers to maladies such as smallpox, measles, influenza,
and typhus, against which they had no immunity. A collection of case studies by
historians, geographers, and anthropologists, "Secret Judgments of God" discusses
how diseases with Old World origins devastated vulnerable native populations
throughout Spanish America. In their preface to the paperback edition, the editors
discuss the ongoing, often heated debate about contact population history.
"The little-known story of viceregal Mexico is told by an international team of scholars
whose work was previously available only piecemeal or not at all in English. Much of
their research was undertaken especially for this volume."--BOOK JACKET.
The arrival of the Spanish in South America in 1532 permanently transformed the
Andean cultural landscape. Within a generation, societies that had developed over
thousands of years, including the great Inca Empire, had been irrevocably altered. The
arts from the Spanish colonial period--those that drew on native traditions, such as
textiles, silver, woodwork, and stonework, as well as painting, sculpture, and other
genres introduced by the Spanish--preserve an unspoken dialogue that developed
between Andean and European modes of expression.This beautiful book presents
silver objects, textiles, and other masterpieces of colonial Andean culture. Essays
discuss the artistry of this culture and explain how it has been recently reevaluated and
celebrated for its vibrant energy reflecting the convergence of two essentially distinct
cultural traditions. This book accompanies an exhibition at The Metropolitan Museum of
Art (September 29 to December 12, 2004).Elena Phipps is conservator, Textile
Conservation, and Johanna Hecht is associate curator, European Sculpture and
Decorative Arts, at The Metropolitan Museum of Art.
This is one of the first books to trace the development of Roberto Bolaño's work from
the beginning to the end of his career. It will appeal to graduates and researchers
working on Bolaño and Latin American literature generally, particularly the novel, and
twentieth- and twenty-first-century literature.
Why should mathematics, the purest of sciences, have a history? Medieval
mathematicians took little interest in the history of their discipline. Yet in the
Renaissance the history of mathematics flourished. This book explores how
Renaissance scholars recovered and reconstructed the origins of mathematics by
tracing its invention in prehistoric Antiquity, its development by the Greeks, and its
transmission to modern Europe via the works of Euclid, Theon and Proclus. The
principal architects of this story -- the French philosopher and University of Paris
reformer Peter Ramus, and his critic, the young Oxford astronomy lecturer Henry Savile
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– worked out diametrically opposed models for the development of the mathematical
arts, models of historical progress and decline which mirrored each scholar’s larger
convictions about the nature of mathematical thinking, the purpose of the modern
university, and the potential of the human mind. In their hands, the obscure story of
mathematical history became a site of contention over some of the most pressing
philosophical and pedagogical debates of the sixteenth century.
No other source gives such an intimate portrait of this brilliant and strong minded
individual, one of the four great doctors of the West and generally regarded as the most
learned of the Latin fathers.
This edition of Álvar Núñez Cabeza de Vaca's Relación offers readers Rolena Adorno
and Patrick Charles Pautz's celebrated translation of Cabeza de Vaca's account of the
1527 Pánfilo de Narváez expedition to North America. The dramatic narrative tells the
story of some of the first Europeans and the first-known African to encounter the North
American wilderness and its Native inhabitants. It is a fascinating tale of survival
against the highest odds, and it highlights Native Americans and their interactions with
the newcomers in a manner seldom seen in writings of the period. In this Englishlanguage edition, reproduced from their award-winning three-volume set, Adorno and
Pautz supplement the engrossing account with a general introduction that orients the
reader to Cabeza de Vaca's world. They also provide explanatory notes, which resolve
many of the narrative's most perplexing questions. This highly readable translation fires
the imagination and illuminates the enduring appeal of Cabeza de Vaca's experience
for a modern audience.

Introduction, text and translation, detailed commentary and indices to Aeneid 2
are here offered on a scale not previously attempted and in keeping with the
author's previous Virgil commentaries (Aeneid 3, 7 and 11); the volume is aimed
primarily at scholars, rather than undergraduates.
An emissary from the Vatican investigates the foul play surrounding the pending
demolition of a crumbling church in the heart of old Seville, in a sophisticated
thriller by the author of The Club Dumas. Reissue. 25,000 first printing.
Includes "Bibliographical section".
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